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TERM 2 2022, Levels 3 & 4

LANGUAGES - Italian: Marie Petersen / Nadia Di Vincenzo

This term, as part of their Italian studies, Grade 3 and 4 students will be
exploring the theme of Celebrations and we will be celebrating Italian
Carnevale.  Students will be involved in reading about Carnevale rituals and
customs, with a particular focus on the Carnevale in Venice.  The theme of
Carnevale will be explored through a number of activities such as music and
singing, the making of masks, poster work and in the preparation, cooking and
eating of pizzelle.

Cultural comparisons will be drawn between celebrations in Italy and
Australia. Students will develop their oral skills in Italian by being able to
initiate and sustain conversations in Italian about shared celebrations.

As a part of our topic of Carnevale we have also invited the theatre company
“Make a Scene” to present one of their performances “Venice in Love” to our
grade 3 & 4 students. This will take place On Tuesday 31st May. The one
hour performance will be presented in the small school hall from 9:30
-10:30am. The cost of this in-school activity will be $11.00.

We look forward to all Grade 3 and 4 Italian students enjoying what we
believe will be a wonderful theatre performance of the Commedia dell’Arte.

New Vocabulary on the topic of Celebrations.



La celebrazione

Il cibo

Il carnevale

Le lanterne

Le candele

La musica

Le  maschere

I vestiti speciali

I palloncini

I compleanni

Il compleanno

ballare

cantare

Mangiare

I dolci

La Commedia

celebration

food

Carnival

lanterns

candles

music

masks

special costumes

balloons

birthdays

birthday

to dance

to Sing

to eat

sweets

The comedy

Physical Education: Chris Harvey & Georgia Kyrkilis

This term, students will be practising a variety of motor skills

and a range of more complex skills in partner and small group

activities. These will include throwing, catching, dribbling, running, dodging,

passing, shooting, handballing, punting and kicking. Students will have the

opportunity to practise these skills in games of netball,  Badminton and Soccer.

There will be an emphasis on working cooperatively in a team, safety, game rules

and strategy to enhance team performance such as thinking strategically when

attacking and defending.



Students will be working on correct running techniques and participating in the

Cross Country Running. Students who qualify for the Coburg District Cross

Country Trials will have the opportunity to attend on Wednesday 18th May.

Each lesson will include a range of engaging fitness challenges designed to develop

mobility and fitness. Lessons are inclusive, fun and safe in order to encourage life

long participation and enjoyment of physical activity. Students will also begin to

identify links between physical activity and health. Water bottles, P.E uniform and

appropriate footwear are required during sport lessons.

Performing Arts: Merinda Meta

In Term 2, students will be engaging in Dance during Performing Arts. They will be

choosing to work in groups or independently to make an original dance to a song of

their choice. Throughout the choreography process, students will be required to

create multiple dance sequences and use other choreographic devices such as

repetition and contrast. Students will also experiment with the elements of space,

time and dynamics to make their dance interesting and engaging for the audience.

The dances will be performed to their peers, which will give students a valuable

performance experience and have the opportunity to experience dance as an

audience and show appreciation.

Visual Arts: Joan McGregor & Georgia Kyrkilis
This term students will be introduced to Steam Punk Art. Machine parts

like cogs and rivets, clockwork, and laboratory equipment are features

of this art movement.

Students will begin to explore Steam Punk art through the area of drawing

and will then construct a robot which is inspired by this

art form. They will select various materials that will suit

their design and explore joining techniques throughout the making process.

Finally they will paint their artworks in line with the ideas of Steam Punk

Art.

It is encouraged that each student has an appropriate art smock to protect

their uniforms from some of the mediums used in the art room. These will

be stored in their classrooms and brought to lessons as required.



Digital Technologies: Trist Jones

This term the Grade Three and Four Students are learning to animate with Google
Slides. Using a range of inbuilt tools they will find backgrounds and images, alter
the appearance and position of characters, and create simple stories with their
classmates.

Following their work on animation, the Threes and Fours will explore coding with
BBC micro-controllers using the  Microsoft Makecode learning portal. They will
also consider the changing capabilities and processing power of computers over
the past 50 years.




